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Our firm signed scores of projects selected  
by the Italian Ministry for Culture  
                        in different regions  
as well as hundreds of competitions   
                        scattered everywhere 

PICA CIAMARRA ASSOCIATI      http //ww.pcaint.eu 



   Such projects cannot be recognized thanks to a common language,  

             but are united by a strong understanding of the specific places  

          and by principles showing continuity and developments  

 

   Some themes appear almost in every project :        never box-shaped stereometry,  

                                  but corrosion, attacks to the sky and the ground, “waiting meshes”,  

                                        intersections in internal spaces,  

               material intertwining and joint presence of signs at different scales …  

 

                              We work  by including, by integrating;  avoiding any form of autonomy,  

     catching from external realities  -either sectoral or not-                                                    

                 what can better help solve specific problems 
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    Critics place us within the framework of organic rationalism and we ourselves believe  

 that the cultural roots from which our experience derived are the lessons of Team X,  

 the group who by constantly connecting theoretical reflection and operational research,  

                                    in the years between the '50s and the '90s,  

  gave substantial contributions to the evolution of architectural and urban research  

     and supported the smallest architectural review  which is still circulating in the world, 

                                                                Le Carré Bleu - “feuille internationale d'architecture”   

         a spur to think above all of what is not visible  (the frame of form), 

                                         real support of every formal expression 



CIAM  THE AIM OF 

"... not theorize, but build because only  "construction “  can achieve a utopia of the present ..." 





In our experience, inclusion, integration, interaction, enhancement of relations,  
                                  dialog between parts, flight from autonomies are affirmed. 
 
At the building scale, these themes support the poetics of the “fragment”  
                          according to which every project has to be considered as a part   
 
 of the “Environment”    planetary question 

 
 and of “Landscape”   what characterizes the living environment  
                                                                         of a community or of a civilization, without distinction between nature or artifacts 
 
 and also as a part of “Memory”   that is of the spatial and a-spatial  stratifications  
                                     identifying an individual place 
 
 In other words,  
                     the logic of immersion of contexts has to predominate on the internal ones  
 (once reduced to Utilitas / Firmitas  / Venustas)      according to which each  
“fragment”   has to be specified by maximizing freedom, change, by reducing and even 
canceling constraints and limits. 
 
         From other standpoints these themes presuppose denying any sectoral view  
                                           and considering only instrumental sectoral separations  



utilitas  /  firmitas  /  venustas 

 planetary  question 

the spatial and a-spatial stratifications that identify an individual place  

  characterize a community of a civilisation 
lanscape 

 environnement 

memory 

  

 
  



          That also means getting rid of 

inadequate   

         architecture/town planning 

and  architecture/construction 

distinctions,  

considering each element contributing  

to the definition of a living environment 

 

          That means giving dignity  

                 to each individual fragment. 

  

         At the same time it also means 

opposing the old distinction  

between historic center and suburbs  

the one which  -in common sense-  

               makes the former 

unchangeable  and the latter  

prone to become the prey of neglect 



    

       

At the city scale, this approach leads to think of how to regenerate our environment enhancing the design  

   - of empty spaces, of public space 

   - of connecting the built and the not built 

   - of the constant reference to “places of social condensation”  

the ones which -unlike the “non-places”- assume that the task of every action is to aim at   “civilizing the urban” 



CIVILISING THE URBAN 



OrbiTecture          Since 2015 a sector of our firm has been working  
with the inter-disciplinary group of the  “Center for Near Space”  
where proposals for future habitat 
in the Fourth Environment are submitted.  
 
         We are working with enthusiasm,  
both because they suggest a systemic view,  
and because of the frequent “transpositions from” and “impact on”  
what is designed here on  Earth. 
 



      The first “key word” is  open form :  

a quest for always finite forms  

which are at the same time always ready 

       for development; a continuous growth,  

that is, different from the one  

of living organisms; a revolutionary widening 

of the idea of  “flexibility”  

which does not denies, rather is based on,  

definite formal features.  

      It is basically a systemic view,  

                              not the view of a building.  

     The functional demand has certainly  

to be fully met, but it is precarious in itself :  

                 it is therefore necessary to reflect  

on what is permanent in each project,  

on what keeps it together  

    and makes it able to transform over time. 
 

B.   
Even risking en exceeding schematic approach,  
we like to synthesize  
our designing philosophy in six key words  



The second “key word”   is   Web 

introduced by Shadrach Woods  

(Le Carré Bleu n. 3/1962)  

with ”stem” and “cluster” it forms the 

trilogy of Team X's principles.   

 

Understanding at every scale the nets,  

the nets of nets,  

 either visible or invisible  

-the material and immaterial links-  

i.e.  what connects elements of the 

context is necessary, also from the 

standpoint  

of a methodological profile, 

to make adjustments possible over 

time. 



       The third “key word” 

Sustainability Sustains Architecture 

is in the wake  

        of “Survival through Design”,  

Neutra's  unheeded appeal in the '50s.  

 

       It is attention to energy aspects  

and to whatever aspect of sustainability 

does not suggest new constraints  

but opens 

               up to new expression outlooks. 
 



The fourth “key word”    interactions 

 is also the title of the book which 

includes and rearranges them,  

 with the ambitious subtitle of 

“principles and methods  

 of architectural design”.  

 

 The “in-discipline” wandering into 

fields seemingly far-removed from 

architecture, was to prove fascinating. 

“In-discipline”   is almost a synonym of 

“interaction”:  

 it expresses the need to move 

beyond the culture of separation,  

 to assert the culture of integration,  

 to practice the heteronomy of 

architecture, the privilege of landscape 

and contexts. 
       It is a belief in a contextual approach -

t so much physical, spatial, material-  but cultural 
           

  
  



     The fifth “key word”   apophaenia   

is an active twist of the perspective 

introduced in 2003 by William Gibson  

                             in “Pattern Recognition”:  

grasping or introducing connections  

and meanings between unrelated things, 

making connections where there  

only seems to be coincidence and chaos.  

 

       The logic of the   “fragment” 

presupposes the deepest attention  

to relations between distinct elements. 



The sixth “key word”   Civilizing the Urban 

is also the name of a small Foundation 

which for some years has managed  

                                the archives of our firm 

  

It affirms the distinction between  

“city”        - a synonym of civilization- and 

“urban”,   meant as the summation  

 of autonomous elements,  

unable to produce places for meeting  

          and relations.  

They have completely different priorities 

in an extreme synthesis,   

       whilst  the  “city”  

is founded on the design of public space, 

empty spaces and on the relations among 

the different parts,  

        in  the  “urban”  

the non-built is the outcome of the design 

of individual buildings 

 



“Utopia?                        Yes,  the quest of  Pica Ciamarra Associati  
             to transform even a single building into a community space,  
                   a sort of microenvironment shaped and fashioned  
                               to have an impact,  
       even on the spiritual dimension of those who will use or visit it, 
                                                                                 is a necessary Utopia” 

A. I. Lima, The Architecture of Pica Ciamarra Associati - From urban fragments to ecological systems 
                          Edition Axel Menges,  Stuttgart-London 2019, 356 pp - ISBN 978-3-86905-020-1 


